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Simplify the Complexity of
Managing Your IT Environment...
To help you ensure the availability and performance levels your organization needs from
your IT infrastructure, Minder oﬀers an integrated IT monitoring suite which provides
a single point of management for an entire IT infrastructure. Minder’s uniﬁed monitoring
platform helps you manage networks, including wireless, as well as applications, servers
and virtual assets. In addition, network conﬁguration management, layer 2 and 3 discovery,
trafﬁc ﬂow monitoring and more come together in one package that is easy to install, quick
to deploy and can be tailored to your environment. Minder oﬀers enterprise grade product
at lowest TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) in the industry.

Uniﬁed Monitoring
Minder is designed to bring power and simplicity to the process of
monitoring correlated network, server and application infrastructure.
Highly scalable and multi-tenant architecture allows organizations to
monitor end to end components in physical, virtual and cloud
environments. Minder provides logical business service views and real-time
dashboards for diﬀerent user groups.

Unified Monitoring Dashboard
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Business Service Monitoring
With dynamically or logically grouping network
components, Minder provides complete visibility
into critical business services. Minder monitors
every layer, every tier of the infrastructure
supporting the business and helps you locate &
correct abnormally performing tiers of the IT
infrastructure before they impact the user
experience.

Compliance Management
Minder captures and manages log data from any source in real-time,
allowing users to view, search, and investigate logs any time for
troubleshooting; covering all aspects of security, compliance and network
operation by improving mean time Investigation and resolve issues.
Minder oﬀers extensive reporting capabilities in tandem with compliance
mandates instead of delivering stacks of generalized reports and comply

SLA Management
Administrators can create SLA with multiple device, server and application under one
Business process, enabling much detailed granular performance measurement &
identifying the actual events that aﬀect the service level.
SLA monitoring and reporting tool will let you perform a dry-run before accepting an SLA by
determining its viability based on historical data. It also enables users to create user-centric
data widgets for multiple SLA.
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Network Monitoring

Server & Application Monitoring

Complete network management software with
conﬁgurable discovery rules, extendible monitoring
templates. Minder also offers visibility into bandwidth usage and network slowdowns in complex
environment.

Minder can discover and monitor not only System
level performance data, but also the host operating
system logs and underlying hardware health
metrics. Easy-to-use interface gets you up and
running quickly.

Cloud & Virtualization Monitoring

Log (SIEM) Management

Monitors each component in the cloud and virtual
environment, allowing you to identify if they are not
delivering the expected service. IT operators need to
be assured whether resources will be in place to
handle an increasing number of requests.

Minder proactively delivers immediate correlation
between collected performance data and logs.
Minder has automatic rules to monitor critical
security logs collected from various Eventlog and
Syslog based components.

Conﬁguration and Change Management

Flow Monitor

Minder provides an integrated solution for automating and controlling the entire life cycle of device
conﬁguration management. The efﬁcient backup
solution makes change detection, device conﬁguration comparison easier and faster.

In-depth visibility into your network trafﬁc for every
device, allowing you to analyze, alert and report on
network trafﬁc and bandwidth utilization in real-time
to ensure quality of service.

About Minder
Minder is an IT performance management suite for businesses and
organizations to monitor and analyze performance across multiple
applications and network resources. Minder helps you take control
of your dynamic IT infrastructure by cross-domain monitoring,
multiple product support, SLAs, forecast analytics and other
impressive features. Driven by innovation, Minder is built from the
ground up to provide next generation IT management. Minder is
cost eﬀective management solution can be deployed in less than
hour and are designed to avoid dependence on any server host.
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